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MAL'CEV-TYPE THEOREMS FOR PARTIAL CONGRUENCES 
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Summary. It is shown that some properties of partial congruences ( — congruences which do 
not satisfy the axiom of reflexivity) are definable by Mal'cev conditions. 
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1. BASIC C O N C E P T S 

Binary relations which need not be reflexive on the whole base set were studied 
by O. Boruvka [1], I. Chajda [2], H. Draskovicova [4], B. M. Schein [7], F. Sik [8], 
and others. From [7] we adopt the following 

Definition 1. Let g be a binary relation in a set A. We say that g is partly reflexive 
in A whenever the implication (a, b> e g => <a, a} e g and <b, b> e g holds for any 
a, b G A. 

Lemma 1. Let 9 be a symmetric and transitive binary relation in a set A. Then # 
is partly reflexive in A. 

Proof. Immediate. 
With the aid of Lemma 1 we introduce 

Definition 2. Let A be a set. A symmetric and transitive binary relation in A is 
called a partial equivalence in A. 

A partly reflexive and symmetric binary relation in A is called a partial tolerance 
in A. 

Definition 3. Let 2t = <A, F> be an algebra. A partial equivalence in A which is 
compatible with the set of all fundamental operations F is called a partial con
gruence in 2t. 

A partly reflexive, symmetric and compatible binary relation in 2t is called a partial 
compatible tolerance in 21. 
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Lemma 2. Let O be a partly reflexive binary relation in a set A. Then 
(a) Qm = Qn holds for any integers m < n\ 
(b) U Qk is the transitive closure of O. 

k <<0 

Proof, (a) Let <x, v> e Qm and m < n. Then <c/, y> e O for some element a e A. 
Hence ( v , v ) e l j and so <y, y>eO""m. This yields <x, y> e Om o Qn~m = On, as 
required. 

(b) Evident. 

2. COMPACT PARTIAL CONGRUENCES 

One can easily verify that partial congruences as well as partial compatible 
tolerances in a given algebra K2l form algebraic lattices. As usual, compact elements 
of these two lattices play the crucial role. The least partial congruence (partial 
compatible tolerance) containing a subset S = S.H x s2l is denoted by &(S) (T(S), 

respectively). Further, the symbol Sg^x^(S) stands for the subalgebra of SK x SK 
generated by S. 

Lemma 3. Let a9 b be elements of an algebra SK. Then T(a, b) = SgMx^O, b>, 
<b,a>, <a,a>, < b , b » . 

Proof. For the sake of brevity denote o = Sgs^x^(<a, b>, <b, a>, <a, a>, <b, b>). 
Then clearly o = {</>(", b, a, b), p(b9 a, a, b)>; p is a quaternary term of s3f}. We 
want to prove that o is a partial compatible tolerance containing the pair <a, b>: 

(i) Choosing/? = e0 (the symbol e0 denotes the trivial operation e0(x0, x t , x2, x3) = 
= x0) we infer that < /̂, b> e o. 

(ii) Partial reflexivity: Let <x, v> e o. This means that x = p(a, b, a, b) and y = 
= p(b, a9 a, b) for some quaternary term p. Let us introduce a quaternary term q 
via -7(x0, x-, x2, x3) = P(x2, x3, x2, x3). Then q(a, b, a, b) = p(a, b, a, b) = x and 
#(b, a, a, b) = p(a9 b, «, b) = x which means that <x, x> e o. Analogously we 
obtain <y, y> e o. 

(iii) Symmetry: Suppose that <x, y> e o. Thus x = p(a, b, a, b) and y = 
= />(b, a, O, b) for some quaternary term /?. 

Define another quaternary term r by the rule r(x0, Xj, x2, x3) = p(xl9 x0, x2, x3). 
Then r(O, b, a, b) = p(b, a9 a9 b) = y and r(b, a, a, b) = /j(a, b, O, b) = x or, equi
valent!), <y, x> e O. 

(iv) Compatibility of o follows directly from the definition of o. 
Now the inclusion o .2 x(a9 b) is a consequence of the properties ( i) , . . . , (iv). The 

opposite inclusion is trivial. 

Lemma 4. Let a9 b be elements of an algebra sif. Then S(a, b) = \J z"(a9 b). 
fl<CU 
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Proof. Evidently <a, b> e \J r"(a, b). Further, one can easily verify that the set-
n < to 

union U T"(a> b) is a symmetric, transitive and compatible binary relation in 21, 
n< to 

see Lemma 2. Consequently S(a, b) ^ \J Tn(a, b). 
n<to 

On the other hand, the inclusion T(a, b) ^ S(a, b) holds. Since «9(a, b) is transitive 
we have also i"(a, b) .= i9(a, b) for any n < co. Hence the remaining inclusion 
U Tn(a, b) c S(fl, b) follows. 

n< to 

Lemma 5. (Mal'cev lemma for principal partial congruences). Let x, y, a, b be 
elements of an algebra 21. The following conditions are equivalent: 

(1) <x\y>e9(a,b); 

(2) there exist an integer n and quaternary terms qt, ..., qn such that 

x = qx(a, b, a, b) , 

qt(b, a, a, b) = qi+1(a, b, a, b) , 1 = / < n , 

y = qJfi, a, a, b) . 

Proof. (1) =-> (2). By Lemma 4 we have &(a, b) = U t"(a* b). Then the assumption 
n< ID 

<x, y} e &(a, b) yields <x, }>> e T"(a, b) for some n < co. This means that x = c,, 
<C|, C|+.1> e r(a, £»), 1 ^ i = w, and cll + 1 = y for some elements c- , . . . , cn + 1 e 2t. 
Applying Lemma 3 we get cf- = ^rf(a, b, a, b) and c I + 1 = q((b, a, a, b), \ ^ i = n, 
for suitable quaternary terms q±,..., qn. The equalities (2) follow. 

(2) => (l). Since <a, b>, <b, a>, <a, a>, <b, b> e #(a, b) we have also <#,(a, b, a, b), 
qt(b, a, a, b)> G ^(a, b) for any 1 ^ / = n. Now the transitivity of #(a, b) together 
with the equations (2) give the required result <x, v> e #(a, b). The proof is complete. 

3. APPLICATIONS: MAL'CEV CONDITIONS FOR PARTIAL CONGRUENCES 

In this section we show that some properties of partial congruences in algebras 
from a variety are definable by Mal'cev conditions. In particular, we give here 
identities characterizing the partial principality and partial regularity. 

Varieties with principal compact congruences were investigated in [10]; for partial 
congruences we introduce 

Definition 4. An algebra 21 has principal compact partial congruences whenever 
any compact partial congruence in 21 is of the form S(p, q) for some elements p, q e 2C. 

A variety Fhas principal compact partial congruences whenever each F-algebra 
has this property. 
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Theorem 1. For a variety V the following conditions are equivalent: 

(1) V has principal compact partial congruences', 

(2) there exist integers m9 n and quaternary terms p,q,s{, ... s,„, f,,..., f„ such 

that the identities 

/>(x, x, w, w) = q(x, x, w, w) , 

x = s^p(x9 y9 w, v), q(x9 y, w, v), />(x, >\ w, v), ?(x, >\ w, v)), 

*i(g(x, >\ w, v), />(x, >\ w, v), />(x, >\ w, v), e7(x, >\ w, v)) = 

= si+i(p(x, y, w, "), q(x, y9 w, v), />(x, y9 w, v), ?(x, >\ w, v)) , 

1 ^ i < m, 

y = *,*(?(*> y> w, u), p(x9 y9 w, v), />(x, >\ w, v), gr(x, >\ w, v)) , 

w = tt(p(x9 y9 w, v), c7(x, y9 w, v), />(x, >\ w, v), <z(x, >\ w, v)) , 

*i(q(xj y, w, v), />(x, >\ w, v), />(x, y, w, v), ?(x, >\ w, v)) = 

= *.+ i(P(x' ^' M' u ) ' ?(*> y' M' r)> P(x' >'' w' u)> ?(*' >'' w' v)) ' 

1 ^ i < n , 

" = '..(?(*> y,u,v)* p(x, y, W, v), />(X, >\ W, v), tf(x, >\ W, v)) , 

hold in V. 

Proo f . (1) => (2). Let $1 = 3y(x, y9 w, v) be the V-free algebra with free generators 

x, >\ w, v. Then S(x9 y) v S(u9 v) = $(p(x9 y9 u9 v), ^(x, y9 w, v)), by hypothesis. The 

identity />(x, x, w, w) = q(x9 x, w, w) follows directly from the inclusion $(x9 y) v 
v 3(w, v) 2 S(/>(x, >\ w, v), i7(x, y9 w, v)). Further, <x, y} e $(p(x9 y, w, v), ^(x, y9 u, v)) 

yields 

x = si(p(x, >\ u, u), ?(x, y9 w, v), />(x, >\ w, v), ?(x, >\ w, v)) , 
si(q(x> y, w, v), p(x9 >\ w, v), />(x, >\ w, v), ?(x, >\ w, v)) = 

= *i+l(P(*> y> "> ")> ?(*> y> w, v), />(x, >\ w, v), <7(x, >\ w, v)) , 

1 ^ / < m , 

y = *„.(?(*> y> "> ")> />(*> y> "> »)> />(*> y< "> i>)> ?(*> y> "> v)) 

for some quaternary terms sl9..., sm9 see Lemma 5. 

Finally, applying Lemma 5 to the relation 

<w, v> e S(/>(x, y9 w, v), q(x9 y9 w, v)) 

we get the remaining identities 

w = tt(p(x9 >\ w, v), q(x9 y9 w, v), />(x, >\ w, v), i7(x, >\ w, v)) , 

*,(?(*> y> w, v), />(x, >\ w, v), />(x, >\ w, v), c7(x, >\ w, v)) = 

= ti+ \(P(X, y, w, v), q(x, y, w, v), p(x9 >\ w, v), c7(x, >\ w, v)), 
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1 = i < n , 

v = tn(q(x, y, u, v), p(x, y, u, v), />(x, y, u, v), q(x, y, u, v)) . 

(2) => (1). Let S<H be an arbitrary V-algebra with elements x, y, u, v. We want to 
prove the equality i9(x, y) v S(u, v) — &(p(x, y, u, v), q(x, y, u, v)). 

Since evidently <x, v> G »9(x, y) v .9(u, v) and <u, v> e «9(x, y) v #(u, v) we have 
also <x, x> G 9(x, y) v .9(u, v) and <u, u> e 9(x, y) v #(u, v), see Lemma 1. Then 
compatibility implies 

<P(x, x, u, u), p(x, y, u, v)> G r9(x, y) v #(u, v) and 

(q(x, x, u, u), q(x, y, u, v)> e $(x, y) v % , v) . 

The hypothesis p(x, x, u, u) = q(x, x, u, u) and the transitivity of partial congruences 
yield </>(x, y, u, v), q(x, y, u, v)> e #(x, y) v #(u, v), which means that <9(/>(x, y, u, v), 
q(x, y, u, v))c °.(x, V) v .9(u, v). 

Conversely, <P(x, v, u, v), q(x, y, u, v)> e $(p(x, y, u, v), q(x, y, u, v)) gives 
<#(x, y, u, v), p(x, y, u, v)> G S(p(x, y, u, v), q(x, y, u, v)), by symmetry, and 
</>(x, y, u, v),p(x, y, u, v)> G S(p(x, y, u, v), q(x, y, u, v)), (q(x, y, u, v), q(x, y, u, v)>G 
G i9(p(x, v, u, v), q(x, y, u, v)), by Lemma \. Now applying the quaternary terms 
$i, ..., sm we find that 

<st(p(x, ) \ u, v), q(x, y, u, v), p(x, y, u, v), q(x, y, u, v)) , 

Si(q(x, y, u, v), p(x, y, u, v), p(x, y, u, v), q(x, y, u, v))> G 

G &(p(x, y, u, v), q(x, y, u, v)) , i ^ i ^ m . 

Using the identities from (2) and the transitivity of the partial congruence 
3(p(x, v, u, v), q(x, y, u, v)) we conclude that <x, y> G &(p(x, y, u, v), q(x, y, u, v)). 
The relation <u, v> G 5(P(x, v, u, t̂ ), ^r(x, y, u, v)) can be verified in a similar way. 
Altogether we have #(x, j ) v #(u, v) = &(p(x, y, u, v), q(x, y, u, v)) which was to 
be proved. 

-MaFcev classes of congruence regular varieties were studied by B. Csakany [3], 
G. Gratzer [5] and R. Wille [9]. Analogously we introduce the concept of regular 
partial congruences. 

Definition 5. An algebra s t̂ has regular partial congruences whenever any partial 
congruence in si( is uniquely determined by any of its blocks. 

A variety V has regular partial congruences whenever every F-algebra has this 
property. 

Theorem 2. For a variety V the following conditions are equivalent: 

(1) V has regular partial congruences; 

(2) there exist an integer n, ternary terms Pi,...,pn, and quaternary terms 
rl9 ...,rn such that the identities 
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x = ri(^Pi(x, >, z), z,pj(x, >, z)) , 

*j(.l>»(x> y, z), z, z , / ^* , >, z)) = 

= |,-+i(z,/>l-+1(x, >, z), z,/>/+1(x, >, z)) , 1 ^ i < w , 

y = '*(/>,.(*, y, z), z, z,/>„(x, >, z)) , 

z = />*(*, x, z) , t ^ i ^ n , 

/zO/d in F. 

Proof . (1) => (2). Let SK = g r(x, >, z) be the V-free algebra over the free generating 
set {x, >, z}. Denote by y the partial congruence &({<x, >>, <z, z>}). Then [z] y is 
nonvoid. We claim that the partial congruence #([z] y x [z] y) has the same z-block 
as the original partial congruence y: 

(i) [z] y 3 [z] #([z] y x [z] y) is a consequence of y 2 9([z] y x [z] y) ; 

(ii) [z] y c [z] #([z] y x [z] y) follows from the inclusion [z] y x [z] y £ 

By hypothesis the equality of blocks implies the equality of partial congruences 
#({<*> yX <z> z>}) = #([ z] 7 x [ z] ?)• Since the partial congruence on the left-hand 
side is compact we have #({<*, >>, ^z, z}}) = 3({<z, />i>, ..., <z,/>m>}) for some 
pt, ...,pme% = gF(x, >, z). This fact immediately gives the identities z = pt(x, x, z), 
1 ^ z ^ m. 

Further, from <x, >> e 3({<z,/?1>,..., <z,/>m>}) we find 

x = ^ ( z ^ ^ x , >, z), z,/>!(x, >, z)) , 

*i(Pi(x, y, z), z, z,plx, y, z)) = 

= rf+1(z,/>/ + 1(x, >, z), z,/>i+1(x, >, z)) , 1 ^ i < n, 

y = '„(/>,.(*, y, z), z, z,/>„(x, >, z)) 

where r l5 ..., rn are suitable quaternary terms and {pi9 ...,pn} = {/>i- • ••>/>,„}. 

(2) => (l). Let a be a partial congruence in an algebra 2t e F and let <a, a> e a. 
We want to prove that the block [a] a determines the original partial congruence a. 
To do this it suffices to verify the equality &([a] a x [a] a) = a. 

The inclusion «9([a] a x [a] a) c a being trivial we take <x, >> e a. Then <x, x>, 
<x, >>, <a, a> e a and so (a,p-(x, y, a)) e a, 1 S i S n, by compatibility and (2). 
Consequently <a,/>,•(*, >, fl)> e [a] a x [a] a and, further, <a,/>*(*, >, a)> e 
G S([a] a x [a] a) for 1 ^ / ^ «. Since also (a, a} e 9([a] a x [a] a) and 
(p-(x, y, a),Pi(x, y, a))e$([a]a x [a] a), 1 ^ i ^ w, the identities (2) imply 
<x, >> G 9([a] a x [a] a). The inclusion a c #([#] a x [a] a) follows. The proof is 
complete. 
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Souhrn 

VĚTY MAL'CEVOVA TYPU PRO PARCIÁLNÍ KONGRUENCE V ALGEBRÁCH 

JAROMÍR DUDA 

JSOU odvozeny dvě MaPcevovy podmínky charakterizující vlastnosti parciálních kongruencí 
v algebrách tvořících varietu. 

Pe3K>Me 

yCJIOBHJI MAJII^EBA fUlfl KOH^Py^H^I i í í B AJirEBPAX 

JAROMÍR DUDA 

BbiBeAeHbi ycjioBHH ManbueBa .zuia -racTHHHBix KOHrpysHirHH B ajire6pax, o6pa3yK)iirHX MHoro-
o6pa3He. 

Authoťs address: Kroftova 21, 616 00 Brno 16. 
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